
Week One Visual Journal Assignment  {free sketchbook we gave you}
1. Create/add/decorate your cover & make it uniquely YOU. We just need your name on the front/so I can 

read it. Be creative/have FUN with that. No glitter or sharp things!
2. Fill 1-2 pages in your visual journal with your FIRST IMPRESSIONS of the contemporary artist you 

were given today. Tell us what kind of work he/she does? Materials used? Find a few images online of 
what he/she makes & post them inside your VJ. Fill it will as much information as you can; lists, 
details...things that stand out to you.

3. After doing some introductory research on your artist, find ONE work of art they have made that stands 
out to you {for whatever reason} and post an image inside your VJ, with title of work, date & material 
used. 

4.  Using the list of Elements & Principles of Design {great art vocabulary...use it} found on the back of 
this handout, tell us about some of the formal themes in the work that you chose, you can also tell us 
why you chose that work to talk about. Doing this will help you prepare for QUIZ #1, which is next 
Friday in lecture.

THIS IS NOT DUE NEXT WEEK. You will be given VJ assignments each week. Your first VJ checkpoint, 
where we will be grading it will be during WEEK THREE.
Your Visual Journal is your landing zone for ALL THINGS WASH....so please us it!
:: Handouts, lists, notes, sketches & research for all for your projects. Your goal will be to FILL IT UP with 
things that inspire you this semester! 

What is DUE NEXT WEEK? {Read handouts...all DEADLINE information time/date is there}
:: Upload an image of your most successful sphere to our WASH Facebook WALL. Follow instructions on 
sphere handout for for posting & labeling your post. Please be professional.
 Need help uploading to Facebook? Here is a link:http://www.wikihow.com/Upload-Pictures-to-Facebook
:: {p1} spheres project due. DO NOT put your name on your spheres, I will give you labels;)
:: 30 polished thumbnail sketches {line, proportion/scale, value} in your Visual Journal
:: Xerox your thumbnails + neatly cut them out
:: Follow all instructions on the {p1} Cut It Out-phase one handout
:: {p1} spheres project due. DO NOT put your name on your spheres, I will give you labels;)

Materials needed ASAP? {being prepared = fun}
:: ALL supplies listed on material list
:: Textbook {you do NOT need to bring them to studio or lecture...but we WILL be using them}
:: CARDBOARD!!!  

Lost? {we know stuff...ask us!!}
:: Email a process image of your work + we will tell you if you are on the right track
:: Hunt thru our WASH fb page for inspiration {sampling} NOT straight up copying!
:: Contact your table team {stay connected!!!}

 life is too short to make stuff you are not proud of.

shsuWASH.com   {all handouts + resources happen here}
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